Important Sites:

1. Visitor Center
   Group Check-in location, bathrooms, park store, and mansion tour ticketing location.

2. Bus Parking
   All busses should park here for duration of visit.

3. Mansion ADA Parking/Drop Off
   Groups with cars/ADA needs can park here for mansion visits, busses can drop groups off here.

4. Mansion Entrance
   Mansion tours start at the rear of the house atop the accessibility ramp.

5. Picnic Area 1
   4 picnic tables available for public use.

6. Gardens, Grounds, and Architecture tour
   The starting point for the Gardens, Grounds and Architecture tour is at the front of the mansion.

7. Farm Side Parking
   A gravel lot on the farm side of the property is available for group visits if they have cars for transportation. Groups that have buses can use this location as a drop-off/pick-up location.

8. Picnic Area 2
   2 picnic tables available for public use.

9. Families, Farming, and Freedom tour
   The Families, Farming, and Freedom tour starting location is in the front of the white farm house.